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International acrobatics
festival takes a bow

13

Classic musical 'Majyorin is
a Witch' touring China
By Feng Aihua

By Wan Xuming

Stage photo of "Majyorin is a Witch"

Wuhan Acrobatics Troupe performing "The Shadow of Wintersweet"

The 13th Optics Valley
International Acrobatic Art
Festival was held at Wuhan
Acrobatics Hall from October
26 through November 1.
Twenty-one programs from 14
countries and regions competed
for prizes at the festival.
Shows presented at the
festival fell into five categories:
stage acrobatics, aerial

acrobatics, magic shows,
mime performances and animal
training. These shows represent
the highest and latest
achievements in the world of
acrobatics.
An acrobatics forum
gathering professionals in
acrobatics from home and
abroad was held during the
festival. The festival also hosted
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an exhibition on the
achievements of Xia Juhua, a
respected acrobat from Wuhan.
The Optics Valley
International Acrobatic Art
Festival is a biennial event in
Wuhan. After 26 years of
development and improvement,
it has become one of the top
four international acrobatic
festivals in the world.

Wuhan's 'The Shadow of Wintersweet' premieres
At the opening ceremony
on October 26, the Wuhan
Acrobatic Troupe presented a
unique performance named
"The Shadow of Wintersweet."
The show incorporates
both breathtaking acrobatic
skills and exquisite music of

Han Opera. The actors
performed on a large plumtree-shaped pole with
extraordinary strength and
flexibility. The plum tree
swayed left and right when the
actors did challenging pole
acts.

Performers express love of the city
Acrobats of the festival had
a half-day visit to Hubei
Provincial Museum.
Among them was Bud
Tumurbaatar, director of Troupe
Zola from Mongolia. Compared
to his last visit to Wuhan, he
said that the city "is very
beautiful and is completely
different from 24 years ago."

Tumurbaatar's team
presented "Springboard," one of
the most praised programs at
the festival. It features gravitydefying movements of acrobats
jumping from one end of a
high pole and landing deftly on
a high chair raised up on the
other end of the pole.

American twins performing corde
lisse skills
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The Japanese Shiki Theater
Company, Asia's largest musical
group, announced in Beijing on
October 16 that their classic musical
"Majyorin is a Witch" will begin a
tour in China soon. The play is
scheduled to be staged at Wuhan
Qintai Grand Theater next June.
"Majyorin is a Witch" is a story
about about dignity, friendship and
courage. It has been performed for
36 consecutive years in Japan. The
musical features not only delightful
music but fascinating movie-level
CG effects.
The musical will present five
performances at the Beijing Poly
Theater starting from November 30,
followed by a tour of 100
performances in 50 cities.

Children's literature novel
'Adventure of Teenagers on
Tea Road' published
By Wan Jianhui

The latest novel "Adventure of
Teenagers on Tea Road" by
Changjiang Children's Publishing
Group was released recently.
The saga is the first children's
literary work about the history of
the old tea route, by which tea
from China was carried all the way
to Mongolia and Russia. Against the
backdrop of historical events, such
as Zhang Zhidong's new deal on
tea in the late Qing dynasty and
Russian Prince Nicholas II's first visit
to China, the book tells an
adventure story of three Russian and
Chinese teenagers exploring the tea
route.
The novel was written by Bie
Ming, a senior Hubei journalist in
culture. The book has been listed
on the preliminary assessment list of
"Good Books in China" that was
released in October. This work is
also expected to be translated into
Russian.

